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The purpose of this Evaluation Guide is to highlight new opportunities for 

publishing collections online, and a jargon-free list of ten criteria to help 

smaller museums and galleries evaluate these new Cataloguing Systems 
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Introduction 
 

This paper is not about the “How to” of digitisation, but rather, a ‘How to” of the next link in the chain: once 

your catalogue is digitised, how can you go the next step and publish your collection online within the typical 

time, budget and technical constraints of a smaller institution? 

 

The good news is it is easier, quicker and cheaper than you probably expect. 

 

Major institutions have worked extensively on this challenge with large budgets and sophisticated IT skills. 

However, the last few years have seen the emergence of a new generation of web native cloud-based Collection 

Management Systems (CMS) that, for the first time, offer small museums and galleries the same ability to take 

their collection online in wide-ranging new ways. 

 

For many small institutions, the website and the digital catalogue – perhaps 1,000s of records - are quite 

separate. How can your digital catalogue – a treasure trove of information - be leveraged from picking out a few 

individual items into publishing whole collections in a visually appealing manner, searchable and browseable, 

publicly on the internet – your own virtual museum? 

 

 
 

This new generation of cloud-based CMS offer great potential. But they vary greatly in power, functionality and 

purpose. To make the most of these new opportunities, it is important to understand this new territory, and the 

new possibilities it offers. Successful evaluation is two-sided: 

� What do you need?              - Your organisation’s needs, functionality required, and defining a clear scope 

� What does the CMS offer?  - What does the CMS offer, as they vary greatly 

 

As much as possible, we have eliminated jargon in this discussion paper, but just for clarity: 

� An online cataloguing system, a cloud-based CMS, and web-based all mean the same thing – the software 

application and data are hosted on the internet, rather than on your PC or your local server. 

 

Here is a partial list of guidelines to use when evaluating a cloud-based CMS. 
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#1 Do you need an online CMS? 
 

Do you need an online CMS? It depends. 

 

If you just want a basic web presence, then a simple website, a blog, Facebook, or a section on a council website 

will enable you to tell a few stories about selected items, and promote upcoming events. Your internal catalogue, 

and your website, are two separate things. 

  

But a few “show and tell” static web pages are a world away from an online collection and a virtual museum. If 

you want to open up access to your collections to a world-wide audience, let visitors and researchers alike 

explore your complete collection, and ultimately have your collections published on Trove, then you do need a 

web-based CMS. 

 

Publishing your collection online is significantly more than an illustrated catalogue, it makes it easier to preserve, 

access, and discover the collection. It opens up the potential for: 

� New ways to engage and connect 

� New worldwide audiences 

� Telling stories by linking related items and adding narrative 

� Images become integral visual tools 

� Easier ways to search, browse and discover 

� Allowing researchers access to new primary sources 

A good catalogue is no longer the end in itself, but the first step in telling the story. Publishing is a broader way 

of thinking about your collection, and ultimately, caring for it. 

 

#2 What extra resources are required? 
 

Less than you think. The beauty of an online, web-based Cataloguing System is that it powerfully re-uses and 

leverages what is already there. It requires some extra work, but much less than you expect. 

 

First question: what do you already have? 

� Data - Most small museums and galleries will already be using a computer program to catalogue and 

manage their holdings. It may range from an Excel spreadsheet, to a database, to a fully-fledged CMS. If 

you use a computer, your data is digital. 

� Images - Many organisations have an extensive collection of associated photographs. Good images are 

central to a good digital archive. 

� Other Records - Thirdly, there may be other digital data, such as documents, audio and oral records. 

 

Second question: what extra resources will online publishing require? 

Importantly, you are not creating extra data; you are simply making your existing data readily available to 

others. For most organisations, the hard work and time is spent in the initial cataloguing. If you already have a 

digitised catalogue, now you can start to leverage it. 

 

Digitisation experts use the term OHIO – Only Handle It Once. If you catalogue an object, or write a history, it 

should be done once, and the data should be able to be re-used many times over. 

 

So what extra resources will you need? 

� Data creation no extra resources, it uses existing data 

� Images  start with your existing images, and add more as required     

� Equipment   possibly a camera or scanner 

� Technical skills on a day to day basis, nothing extra, just basic computer skills    

� Extra money only free, and budget systems are analysed in this paper      

� Extra time  on a day to day basis, cataloguing and maintenance takes about the same time. 

   There may also be extra time scanning and photographing, if you don’t already do

   that as part of your cataloguing procedures. 

 

There is also initial setting up, data conversion and costs and a (usually short) learning curve, and usually, some 

one-off technical advice if you want to integrate the web-based cataloguing system into your website. 
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#3 Different Publishing Models 
 

At the most basic level, there are 2 models for publishing your collection online: 

Model 1. Continue to use your existing catalogue, and add a web cataloguing front end 

Model 2. Migrate (convert) to a “web native” web-based online CMS 

 

A “web native” CMS is designed from the ground up for the web: making full use of web design principles for UI 

and UX (user interface and user experience), search, database design, graphics and integrated image handling. 

They offer either a separate website option, or an integration option into your existing website, and some offer 

both. 

 

For many small institutions, their set up is something like this: 

 
 

Model 1. Continue to use your existing catalogue, and add a web cataloguing front end 

There are several possibilities: 

� a text-only “search our catalogue online” utility you add as a page to your own website 

� some PC-based CMS offer an optional extra module that adds a basic front end 

� A cloud-based CMS that draws data from your existing catalogue. 

 

Here’s two examples of this model: 

 
 

2. Migrate to a “web native” cloud-based CMS 

Again, there are several possibilities: 

� integrate into your website, or as a separate website in its own right that your website links to (or both) 

� enabled to integrate backwards to import another database 

� offer different web hosting options (you host it, or the software provider hosts) 

 

Here are two examples of this model: 

 
 

3. Separate front end and back end 

A third model used by larger museums and galleries is: separately select their desired CMS as a backend, then 

design a custom front end to create their website, then link the two via APIs. This is unlikely to be an optimum 

solution for those seeking a simple and cheap solution. 
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Think Strategically 

More and more software is moving “to the cloud” or SaaS (software as a service). Versions and upgrades 

become irrelevant, data is available 24/7 anywhere you have internet access. Volunteers can work remotely, at 

times that suit them.  

 

Thinking strategically also means there is no point waiting for certainty, because it will never arrive. If: 

� the CMS platform is inexpensive (or free), and 

� most of the effort (about 75%) is in the initial documentation (not the digitisation itself), and 

� the data is portable - easy to export and import across platforms and between programs , then 

what are you waiting for? There is no real reason not to get started – now. 

 

What this means is that the institution can start the journey now, learn by doing, and streamline the workflow as 

you do it. If you do ever change your mind or outgrow a system, then the hard work of documentation and initial 

cataloguing is still done. Most web-based CMS use open data standards, meaning your data has never been 

more portable to move from one platform to another. 

 

A cloud-based CMS is usually data-neutral – it doesn’t care where data and images are coming from, as long as it 

can read it (usually meaning CSV format). In contrast, an extra module from a PC-based CMS will only work with 

that CMS. 

 

The ability to integrate your data into a Virtual Museum on your own existing website is another strategic 

consideration. Most curators and webmasters dream of a seamless user experience on the one website. This 

may or may not be possible, depending on your existing website, and how much time and money you are willing 

to devote to integration. Some cloud-based CMS will integrate into your website, others will not. 

 

Think very carefully if there are any links in your chain that require data transfer from one point to another. This 

may be one-off, on request, or automatic. This is a critical evaluation point: if there is not smooth and easy data 

and image transfer, it will be unsustainable in the long run. 

 

When you are looking at different models for publishing your collection online, there is simply no “one size fits 

all” solution. There are pros and cons of all models – it depends on your individual requirements. 

 

 

 

 

#4 Data Standards 
 

Is there “accredited software”? 

Australia has National Standards for Australian Museums and Galleries, but there is no such thing as 

“accredited software”.  

 

However, the critical thing to do is check your CMS platform is compliant with OAI-PMH metadata standards 

used by sites such as Trove. This means it uses open data standards, and is interoperable with other platforms. 

 

In the UK, there is “Spectrum Compliant” software based on the 21 Spectrum collection management 

procedures, designed for larger institutions and requiring specialist IT staff to operate. 

 

One set of guiding data principles you may find helpful as a framework to work with is FAIR data. There are four 

facets to FAIR data: data should be: 

� Findable           - data objects should have unique and persistent identifiers 

� Accessible    - data can always be obtained by machines and humans through a well-defined protocol and 

      appropriate authorisation. 

� Interoperable - data and metadata is well structured using controlled vocabularies to be machine actionable 

� Re-usable         - under appropriate usage licenses, with well described metadata, data can be automatically 

       (or with minimal effort) linked or integrated with other data sources. 
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#5 Ease of Use 
 

To be blunt, if an online CMS is not easy to use, it is unlikely to do well. Staff and volunteers will be hesitant, or 

avoid using it unless they have to. Visitors are unlikely to revisit your website. To be successful, it must be easy 

to create, maintain, search and discover content. 

 

Useability is key – simple to learn, and intuitive to use. The three user groups are: 

1. administrators / webmaster / curators 

2. volunteers / staff 

3. website visitors / users. 

 

Good visual design should mean the UI and UX - the use of fonts, colours, form design, placement of controls, 

menu navigation, icons and mouse usage are carefully designed to improve usability, but so unobtrusive they 

seem to guide the user intuitively.  

 

Simplicity is deceptive.- it does not mean simplistic – a well designed web-native system will use responsive 

design web technologies to hide or contextualise functionality, so what the user sees will vary according to the 

context, or only appear as required. 

 

The useability, functionality and flexibility vary greatly, so it is important to do comparisons between systems. 

 

 

#6 Search and Discovery functionality 
 

You will generally see a large difference in style between web-native and older-style systems. 

 

Search 

Almost all CMS platforms (both web-native and older PC-based) are good with keyword search and advanced 

search. Some packages are more elegant in the way they provide results, but most do a good job. Search works 

with the assumption you already know what you are looking for, in terms of object or category.  But what if you 

get a “nil results” answer – does that mean there is nothing there, or that other terms are being used? 

 

Discovery 

This is where you will see the biggest difference between web-native and older-style systems, as web-native 

software starts from a different perspective. It places strong emphasis on discovery and browsing. Most of the 

time, the user does not know exactly what they are looking for, they want to easily browse all the content, then 

start to home in on areas of interest. 

 

Relational Data 

Relational data can easily be searched by different attributes, and then re-assembled – it’s like looking at the 

same data from many points of view.  A good relational database will do this so intuitively you don’t even realise 

it is happening. Look for facetted browsing functionality (eg “Refine Search By” filters, or think eBay). Older style 

systems will tend to be more hierarchical – you have to look in the right category or you won’t find it. 

 

Navigation 

Intuitive navigation will create a mind map so the user can picture exactly where they are in the collection, and 

how to move up and down and between.  Visual design and graphics can facilitate this. In an older style design, 

you are more likely to feel you are lost, or have reached a dead-end. 

 

Hyperlinks 

There should also be the ability to use hyperlinks so a user can jump to other areas of related interest.  

 

Other 

There may also be features such as tags, sort orders, gallery and list views, folders and sub-folders etc. 

 

Overall, this is an area where it is hard for older systems to compete, because they are fundamentally different 

in the way they were originally designed and the data is stored. 
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#7 Telling Stories 
 

As well as the online catalogue of your collection, another point to consider is how you want to tell thematic 

stories that link different items from your collection together under a common theme. How can you present 

online articles and online exhibitions? 

 

If these are mostly text-based, your existing website may be able to handle them. But if you want rich articles 

where users can link to the full records of items in the collection, and use them as a springboard to find related 

content, or you would like extensive searchable picture galleries, then a cloud-based CMS integrated into your 

website will be necessary. 

 

Some (but not all) cloud-based CMS offer functionality that enable you to: 

� Write articles with formatted text, illustrations and hyperlinks to objects in the collection, all within the CMS 

� Create thematic picture galleries as special exhibitions 

� Add downloadable resources such as PDFs and documents 

� Structure your collections into thematic folders 

� Add sound files and oral histories 

 

This is an area that is rapidly changing as cloud-based CMS offer additional functionality beyond online 

catalogues. 

 

 

 

 

 

#8 Cost 
 

Like many areas of software, functionality has grown exponentially and costs have plummeted over the last few 

years. (Note: expensive systems have been excluded from this discussion paper – everything in this analysis is 

available in either a free or low cost CMS platform.) 

 

Like all software, the cost of the package is only one component. You need to include training, maintenance, set 

up and other costs. 

 

1. PC-based databases 

At the most basic level, you can use a database package (Excel, Access, Filemaker pro etc). These are PC -based 

cataloguing tools never intended for web usage. However, it is likely that a web-based CMS can import the data 

to create a website, so if you use one of these, you may be able to continue using it, although it does mean 

manual transfers of data. 

 

2. Cloud-based CMS (customised to your requirements) 

This is likely to be the “sweet spot” for most small museums and galleries. This is an existing “off the shelf” 

package – that is, you can see other examples of it in use – but customised to your requirements. You may not 

get every single thing on your wishlist, but you are likely to get a high proportion. And as the software already 

exists, you can quickly determine if it is appropriate for you or not. 

 

3. Bespoke code 

This scenario may occur when one person in the group is highly skilled writing software. There be dragons. 

Questions to consider are: can anyone use it? Who is going to support, maintain and update it in the future? The 

“hidden” costs of time and money are usually vastly underestimated, and you can guarantee it will take longer 

than first anticipated. Then you need to add in concealed costs such as training, upgrades, server and website 

hosting. The software world is littered with half-completed projects. 
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#9 Collection Management System (CMS) or 

Cataloguing System? 
 

This is another area where you will see a big difference between packages. 

 

Some web-based Cataloguing Systems are basically an online catalogue; others have significantly more 

functionality, and are designed as a full Collection Management System (CMS) in their own right. 

 

Traditional PC-based CMS were designed in the time when you bought a copy on a disc, so every possible 

function needed to be built in, as it could not be customised. This makes the CMS theoretically very powerful. In 

reality, many screens, fields and options are never needed for smaller institutions, making it more complex than 

required, and frequently resulting in inconsistent cataloguing. On the other hand, an Excel spreadsheet is easy to 

customise and understand, but allows too much inconsistency. 

 

Is bigger better? Absolutely not! The best approach is software “right-sized” for the organisation. An 

unnecessarily complex product is likely to be more difficult to learn, more difficult to maintain, more time-

consuming, more expensive and with most of the features never even needed. 

 

To give a simple example, professional photographers and designers may need Adobe Photoshop. Adobe 

discovered this was too expensive and complex for most users, so they released “Photoshop Elements”, 

containing the key features, but with fewer and simpler options, so it is far easier to learn and use. 

 

Most cloud-based CMS are intentionally simpler: 

� software design these days is more like Lego blocks that clip together, rather than a one piece moulding. 

Each piece should do its part superbly, and able to be replaced if needed 

� experience has shown the demand is for easier to use CMS, not more complex 

� software often stumbles by trying to do too much – and ends up doing nothing very well 

� customisation allows for additional flexibility 

� additional functionality can be hidden away until required by the user  

 

A good CMS should be able to be customised to closely fit the organisation requirements. Typically this is a 

liaison between the software company and the collection curator in the initial setup stages, and would involve 

configuring collections, folders, custom fields and the general structure of the website, based on museum 

procedures and workflow. 

 

But the needs of different collecting organisations vary greatly, so: 

� some small museums may be delighted to convert to a simpler web-based Cataloguing System 

� other small museums may prefer to continue using their original CMS, and use an integration model to 

display their collection online. 
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#10 Image Handling and visual design 
 

The key question to ask is “Does this make our collection come alive”? Does it jump off the web page? 

 

The great thing is this is not an either/or type of question – it is not a choice between great visuals or great data, 

you can have both. The only reason we have poor visuals and tiny thumbnails in older database applications is a 

legacy issue – years ago because they took up valuable memory, and more recently, because they slowed page 

load times for web pages. But these days, you don’t have to choose – you can have both! 

 

In a web-native system, the image handling and viewing are an integrated part of the object record. “A picture is 

worth 1,000 words” goes the old adage. Multiple photos, image zoom and captions are a seamless part of each 

item record. This enables visitors to view close ups and multiple angles without physically handling the object. 

Visual appeal of the collection itself is greatly enhanced - “I never knew our collection could look this good!” is a 

common sentiment. 

 

By contrast, older cataloguing systems started life as text-based, with images of objects a secondary attachment 

to the record. You may be able to see a thumbnail or click to view a larger image. This approach is not optimal 

for a public website. 

 

Digital Photography and Scanning 

These days, excellent quality, and virtually free images are available to almost every organisation by using digital 

photography. With a well-designed workflow, it can also be quick. Scans are another effective way of digitising 

documents and photographs. There are hundreds of tutorials and videos about how to achieve professional 

results with basic equipment on the internet. 

 

 

#11 Help & Support & Training 
 

Usually with a cloud-based CMS, the learning curve is vastly reduced with responsive design, customised 

screens, intuitive layout, contextual prompts, online tutorials, “How tos” and wizards all helping the user achieve 

what they want to do. 

 

Like all software, it is advisable that more than one person understands and uses it. 

 

There are three particular areas to look at: 

� Initial set up – who does this? A good structure is critical: get it wrong and it can be difficult to change; get 

it right and you won’t even think about it any more. 

� Help and technical issues – what options do you have when you need help, or have a technical problem? Is 

it mostly online self-help, or can you speak to a real person? 

� Training – how do you train new members of the team, and how do you learn about using more options in 

the software? 

 

 

#12 Privacy & Security 
 

A web-based catalogue system should offer public and private capabilities: 

� different access levels with appropriate permissions – eg administrator/contributor/public 

� public and private fields for every object 

� public and private records in the collection 

 

Whilst there can be no such thing as a 100% guarantee of absolute security, realistically, a remote server with 

automatic backups and encrypted data is likely to be more secure than a single hard drive on a PC that could fail 

at anytime, or a USB with 6 months worth of photos that could get lost. Backups, uptime and data storage 

responsibilities are done automatically by the web host. 

 

However, it is good practice, of course, to also maintain your own image and data master backups. 
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APPENDIX 1 – about “The Collecting Bug” 
 

The Collecting Bug is a Collection Management System for small museums, historical societies and collections.  

 

Being cloud-based software, it is designed from the ground up to be easy to use, customisable, with powerful 

data handling and visually pleasing. All options and features described in this paper are available, including: 

� Include stories, articles and special exhibitions on your website 

� Facetted Search (Filtered searches) 

� Simple and intuitive workflow 

� Visitor interaction allows comments and sharing of knowledge 

� Easy data import and export 

� Powerful image handling and display 

� Intuitive navigation 

� Collections can be organised into folder and sub-folder categories 

� Browse and discover functionality 

� Keyword search 

� Customisable fields and appearance 

� Responsive design 

� Two hosting options – seamless integration into your website, or as a standalone website 

� Open Data Standards - data can be freely migrated between different software packages, and not limited 

by technological change. OAI-PMH metadata compliant 

.  

 

You can see some of the current collections at: 

http://www.thecollectingbug.com/idarentoulouthwaite/ 

http://www.thecollectingbug.com/prattwarepottery/ 

http://www.thecollectingbug.com/essendonfctest/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more information, contact: 

Philip Moorhouse 

E: philip@thecollectingbug.com 

M: 0417 544 588 

W: www.thecollectingbug.com 

 

 

You can download a brochure at: 

www.thecollectingbug.com/h/tcb-the-powerful-new-cms.pdf  

 

 

 
 


